Ventilation Fans and Equipment

Accommodate Flexible Solutions
High Product Quality
High delivery capability
Environmentally Products
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Location

Located at the North West Coast of Norway, in the township of Sykkylven, close to the maritime cluster and in Malbork Poland, close to Gdansk

Tradition, Experience and proven technology since 1947

Nyborg AS - Sykkylven

Nyborg-Mawent S.A - Malbork
HISTORY
NYBORG AS was founded in 1947. The company initially supplied tooling machines to the locally growing industry. The supply of ventilation fans to the furniture and marine industries started around 1950.
In the mid-sixties the supply of fans to the marine industry became the main business.
Towards the end of the eighties the business developed heavily into supply of fans to the offshore industry. The company today enjoys significant supplies to major customers worldwide. We are looking forward to further growth and estimate our turnover for 2009 to be approximately 150 million NOK.

TESTING
Nyborg has extensive and modern equipment for the testing of all fan performance characteristics such as air flow, pressure, sound and vibrations etc. This ensures products that satisfy the requirements of both the customers and NYBORG’s internal stringent quality assurance system.

3D CAD
NYBORG is a manufacturer with short delivery times through highly custom developed production. More than 50 years of experience in design, development and fabrication of ventilation fans and equipment, is matched by few other companies in this field.
SPECIAL TOOLING
High quality machines and tools are often a prerequisite of a good end result.

SECURE PATH OF INFORMATION
A specially developed material and production handling system, secures a safe and accurate path of information through our sales, procurement, engineering and production departments.
Fast customer response time:
We aim to respond your request within 24 hour

Lead time:
4-7 weeks deliverytime for Std solutions.
8-12 weeks for customized products and EX solutions
1-3 weeks for Retrofit & Service purpose

Well proven & robust solutions:
60 years experience with design and production of fans.
Developed in close co-operation with Oil & Gas industri since the beginning of the 90's
As well as conventional industri and marine applications since the beginning of the 50's

Wide range of standard and customized solutions:
Product range from small axial fans (Φ250 mm) to Complexed customized offshore skids.

Customer support & service:
Our team of engineer supports you with qualified answer or on site support if necessary.
Tel: +47 70 25 40 80
Fax: +47 70 25 29 08
Mail: office@nyborgfan.com

WWW.NYBORGFAN.COM
Ships Segments

Offshore handling vessels
Ventilation of engine room and public-/dayroom louveres and mist eliminators

RO-RO / RO-PAX / CAR CARRIER
Ventilation of cargo- and engine room

Container Ships
Ventilation of cargo- and engine room

Gas Engine Driven Ships
Ventilation of cargo- and engine room, louveres and mist eliminators

Tankers
LPG/LNG/Oil/Chemical
Gas freeing fans

Offshore Rig Installations
Ventilation of Drillers Cabin
Drill Module
NYBORG MARINE APPLICATION OFFER YOU A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FANS AND OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT FOR MERCHANT VESSELS AND OFFSHORE APPLICATIONS